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This policy takes effect on September 1, 2008. It replaces the Policy on the Indemnification
of and Legal Assistance for Crown Servants of June 1, 2001.
▼

1. Effective Date



1.1 This policy takes effect on September 1, 2008.
1.2 It replaces the Policy on the Indemnification of and Legal Assistance for Crown
Servants (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?section=text&id=12338) of June 1, 2001.
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2. Application

2.1 This policy applies to Crown servants as defined in section 4 of this policy, and
to all departments as defined in section 2 of the Financial Administration Act
(http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/F-11/index.html) (FAA) and to the other
portions of the federal public administration named in Schedule IV of the FAA,
unless otherwise excluded through specific acts, regulations, or orders in council,
and to the Canadian Forces and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

▼



3. Context

3.1 Providing legal assistance and indemnification to Crown servants is essential
to the protection of the Crown's interest, the fair treatment of its servants, and the
effective management of an organization. Crown servants may be subject to legal
claims/actions despite the fact that they are acting in good faith, within the scope of
their duties or in the course of their employment. It is therefore necessary that they
receive appropriate legal representation and be protected from personal liability as
long as they are not acting against the interests of the Crown.
3.2 The greater public interest is served by obtaining the full collaboration of Crown
servants in testifying in legal proceedings including parliamentary proceedings,
commissions of inquiry, inquests or other similar proceedings. This policy is
intended to encourage such collaboration.
3.3 This policy is issued pursuant to section 7 of the Financial Administration Act
(http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/F-11/index.html).
3.4 This policy reflects the values of the federal public service and is to be read in
conjunction with the Policy Framework for People Management (/pol/doceng.aspx?id=19134).

▼

4. Definitions



4.1 For the purpose of this policy, the following definitions apply:
Approval authority (autorité approbatrice)
those designated to decide whether to approve or deny provision of legal
assistance or indemnification to a Crown servant, i.e., the prime minister or his or
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her designated alternate, the minister, the Treasury Board, the Clerk of the Privy
Council or the deputy head.
Crown servant (fonctionnaire de l'État)
• an individual employed (or formerly employed) in a department as defined in
section 2 of the Financial Administration Act and to other portions of the
federal public administration named in Schedule IV of the Financial
Administration Act (http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/F-11/index.html), in
the Canadian Forces and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police;
• an individual appointed (or formerly appointed) by the Governor in Council, or
by the Treasury Board or by a minister; except for former and serving
directors or officers of Crown Corporations;
• a former and serving prime minister, lieutenant-governor, governor general,
minister, deputy head and ministers' exempt staff;
• a representative authorized in writing to act on behalf of a serving prime
minister, minister or deputy head;
• an incoming participant or former incoming participant in a program under the
Policy on Interchange Canada (http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?
id=12552); or
• an estate of an individual mentioned above.
Deputy head (administrateur général)
the deputy minister, the chief executive officer, or the person who occupies a
position bearing some other title denoting the same level of responsibility.
Indemnification (indemnisation)
payment or reimbursement of amounts paid as a result of a judgment or a cost
award against a Crown servant or as a result of a monetary settlement of a claim
or an action made or brought against a Crown servant that is pre-approved by the
approval authority based on the Department of Justice Canada's recommendation.
Legal assistance (services juridiques)
includes the cost of the services of the Department of Justice Canada, a Crown
agent or private counsel, as well as paralegal services and includes necessary
travel costs, incidental costs and the use of essential expert witnesses.
Ministers' exempt staff (personnel exonéré)
any individual appointed by a minister pursuant to section 128 of the Public Service
Employment Act (http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/en/p-33.01/text.html), or under a
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contract for services to a minister with terms and conditions equivalent to those
individuals appointed pursuant to section 128.
Volunteer (bénévole)
an individual who provides services directly to or on behalf of departments, without
compensation or any other thing of value in lieu of compensation, other than
reimbursement for expenses actually incurred. Such persons may serve as
individuals or as members of groups such as non-profit organizations (as defined
for purposes of the Income Tax Act).

▼

▼

5. Policy Statement
5.1 Objective




The objectives of this policy are to:
• protect Crown servants from personal financial losses or expenses
incurred while they were acting within the scope of their duties or in the
course of their employment, and were not acting against the interests of
the Crown;
• protect the Crown's interest and its potential or actual liability arising from
the acts or omissions of its Crown servants; and
• ensure continued and effective public service to Canadians.
▼

5.2 Expected results



The expected results of this policy are that:
• Crown servants' and the Crown's interests are protected from potential or
actual liability arising from the acts or omissions of Crown servants
occurring while they were acting within the scope of their duties or in the
course of their employment, and not acting against the interests of the
Crown;
• Crown servants are protected against personal liability through fair and
consistent policy application;
• the Crown and Crown servants are appropriately and promptly
represented; and
• parliamentary proceedings, commissions of inquiry and inquests have the
full collaboration of Crown servants.
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6. Policy Requirements



6.1 Approval authorities are responsible for:

6.1.1 Decision making: Making decisions to approve or not approve requests
for legal assistance and indemnification from Crown servants, within the scope
of authority as set out in Appendix A. Decisions in respect to a request for legal
assistance or indemnification are the responsibility of the approval authority for
the organization where the incident giving rise to the request first arose.
6.1.2 Timely response: Ensuring timely responses to Crown servants who are
requesting legal assistance or indemnification under this policy, and for ensuring
that claims or threats of suits are acted upon quickly and that dispute resolution
mechanisms are considered, as appropriate.
6.1.3 Eligibility: In making a decision on whether to approve a request for legal
assistance or indemnification, ensuring that the Crown servant meets:
• the three basic eligibility criteria as described in 6.1.5; or
• the exceptional circumstances as described in 6.1.8; or
• the two qualifying criteria pertaining to parliamentary proceedings,
commissions of inquiry, inquests or other similar proceedings as described
in 6.1.9; and
• the requirements set out in Appendix B.
The approval authority may seek the advice of any officials who may have
knowledge of the facts, as well as the legal advice of the Department of Justice
Canada prior to making this decision. The decision should be made before legal
counsel engages with the Crown servant to avoid a potential conflict situation,
which would be detrimental to the interests of both the Crown servant and the
Crown.
6.1.4 Initial presumption: In assessing the requests of Crown servants,
presuming initially that they have met the basic eligibility criteria as described in
6.1.5 unless or until there is information to the contrary.
6.1.5 Three basic eligibility criteria: In considering Crown servants for legal
assistance or indemnification, determining whether the Crown servant:
• acted in good faith;
• did not act against the interests of the Crown; and
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• acted within the scope of their duties or course of employment with
respect to the acts or omissions giving rise to the request.
6.1.6 Legal assistance: Deciding whether to approve legal assistance requests
of Crown servants who meet the three basic eligibility criteria in the following
situations:
• when they are sued or threatened with a suit;
• when they are charged or likely to be charged with an offence;
• when they are named in a legal action or under threat of being named in a
legal action; or
• when they are faced with serious personal liability before any court,
tribunal or other judicial body.
6.1.7 Indemnification: Providing indemnification when the Crown servant
meets the three basic eligibility criteria as described in 6.1.5.
6.1.7.1 Pre-approval of monetary settlement: Deciding whether to preapprove a monetary settlement of a claim or an action made or brought against
a Crown servant based on the Department of Justice Canada's
recommendation.
6.1.7.2 No claim for recovery: Where the Crown is liable as a result of
incidents involving Crown servants, no claims to recover such liability are to be
made by the Crown against the Crown servants provided that the applicable
criteria were met.
6.1.8 Exceptional circumstances: Deciding whether to provide legal
assistance or indemnification in the situations enumerated in 6.1.6 where the
Crown servant does not meet one or more of the three basic eligibility criteria as
set out in 6.1.5, provided the approval authority considers that it would be in the
public interest to approve the request, after having consulted the Advisory
Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification.
6.1.9 Parliamentary proceedings, commissions of inquiry, inquests or
other similar proceedings: Deciding whether to approve requests for legal
assistance where a Crown servant is requested or compelled to appear in
connection with a parliamentary proceeding, a commission of inquiry, an inquest
or other similar proceedings, provided two qualifying criteria are met:
• that it is in the public interest to have the Crown servant appear; and
• that the matter concerns events where the Crown servant was acting
within the scope of his or her duties, or in the course of employment.
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6.1.10 Retroactive approval: In circumstances where it was practically
unreasonable for the Crown servant to obtain approval from the approval
authority in advance, and where the need for legal services was immediately
necessary to protect the Crown servant's interest, deciding whether to approve
legal assistance retroactively, provided that the Crown servant has made the
request as soon as possible thereafter.
6.1.11 Ineligible requests: Ensuring legal assistance or indemnification
requests are not approved for the following matters:
• matters arising while the requestor was engaged under a contract for
services, with the exception of ministers' exempt staff;
• an action or claim initiated by a Crown servant unless it forms part of a
legitimate defence to a legal claim, action or charge for which legal
assistance was approved under this policy;
• an internal investigation or an internal administrative recourse mechanism
including grievances, staffing or disciplinary proceedings; and
• activities undertaken/carried out by a volunteer.
6.1.12 Termination and recovery of legal assistance:Ensuring legal
assistance is terminated, if at any time during or after the proceedings it
becomes clear that the Crown servant did not meet the basic eligibility criteria
outlined in section 6.1.5 or did not continue to qualify under the exceptional
circumstances described in section 6.1.8.
Where legal assistance was approved for a Crown servant who met the criteria
under 6.1.5, but it was subsequently established that they acted dishonestly or it
was determined that the Crown servant did not act within the scope of their
duties or course of employment, ensure that recovery action is considered and
initiated for an amount equal to the legal assistance provided or the
indemnification paid, and this amount shall constitute a debt owing to the
Crown.
6.1.13 Reconsideration: Ensuring prior decisions refusing a request for legal
assistance or indemnification because the three basic eligibility criteria were not
met are reconsidered where a court or tribunal has finally concluded its
proceedings and new evidence or information has demonstrated that the basic
eligibility criteria were met.
In such event, the approval authority seeks the advice of the Advisory
Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification before confirming or
changing the decisions.
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6.1.14 Responsibility for payment: Ensuring that:
• any amounts paid pursuant to this policy are paid from the budget of the
organization in which the person worked at the time the act or omission
giving rise to the request first occurred. If the approval authority is from a
different organization, then ensuring that the amount is referred over to
such organization for payment. If that organization no longer exists, the
successor to that organization is to handle the request and bear the
financial costs. If no successor organization exists, then an application to
the Clerk of the Privy Council may be made to determine from which
budget the amounts are to be paid;
• for cases involving offences, payment by the Crown does not include any
fines or costs of prosecution; and
• payment is not made until the request and supporting information is
provided, and the approval authority has issued an authorization in writing
approving the request.
6.1.15 Education and preventing liability: Ensuring Crown servants are
aware that they:
• are to inform the appropriate official at the earliest opportunity whenever
an incident takes place that may result in a claim against the Crown or
Crown servant that may give rise to the need for legal assistance; and
• follow the request-making process as set out in Appendix B of this policy.
6.1.16 Private counsel: In cases where there is a conflict of interest between
the Crown and the Crown servant, or when the servant is charged with an
offence, deciding whether to authorize payments for private legal assistance
after consulting the Department of Justice Canada with respect to the
appropriateness of engaging such private counsel. Such consultation shall
include the name of the proposed private counsel as well as the private
counsel's proposed fee schedule. If it is determined that this source of
assistance is appropriate and private legal assistance is authorized, then the
approval authority shall provide written authorization to the Crown servant
including the selection of private counsel, the limits of the Crown's commitment,
in terms of both total expenditures and the approved fee schedules, and of the
requirement for reviewing accounts by the Department of Justice Canada.
▼

6.2 Monitoring and Reporting Requirements



6.2.1 Within organizations
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The approval authority is responsible for ensuring that records are maintained
for the amounts of:
•
•
•
•

claims or settlements paid;
territorial, provincial and federal court awards paid by the Crown;
legal costs and related expenses paid under this policy; and
numbers of requests refused.

The approval authority will ensure an annual analysis of the trends in requests
and decisions made under this policy is undertaken to address any identified
risk areas.
6.2.2 Government-wide
The Office of the Chief Human Resources Officer (OCHRO) will review the
policy and its effectiveness at the five-year mark of implementation. Where
substantiated by risk analysis, the OCHRO will ensure an evaluation is
conducted.
6.2.3 By organizations
Where there is evidence of non-compliance or inconsistent application of the
policy in any organization, OCHRO may request and shall be provided with
additional or more frequent reporting on the use of the policy. This information
and its analysis may be included in the Management Accountability Framework
(MAF) process.
This section does not apply with respect to the Office of the Auditor General, the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner, the Office of the Information Commissioner,
the Office of the Chief Electoral Officer, the Office of the Commissioner of
Lobbying, the Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages and the Office
of the Public Sector Integrity Commissioner. The deputy heads of these
organizations are solely responsible for monitoring and ensuring compliance
with this policy within their organizations, as well as for responding to cases of
non-compliance in accordance with any Treasury Board instruments that
address the management of compliance.

▼

7. Consequences
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7.1 Over and above costs identified in policy requirement 6.1.14, responsible
organizations will be required to pay from their budgets any costs associated with
errors or inappropriate application of the terms of this policy.
7.2 Consequences of non-compliance with this policy may also include any
measures allowed by the Financial Administration Act that the Treasury Board may
determine as appropriate.

8. Roles and Responsibilities of Other Government
Organizations
▼

8.1 The Office of the Chief Human Resources Officer is
responsible for:

▼





• providing advice and guidance to organizations on the interpretation of the
policy;
• establishing an Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance and
Indemnification, made up of selected senior managers, which will provide
advice and recommendations to the approval authority in complex
situations when required or requested to do so; and
• selecting the members of the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance
and Indemnification, coordinating the committee and chairing its meetings.
▼

8.2 The Department of Justice Canada is responsible for:



• providing legal advice to approval authorities and their organizations;
• providing litigation services to the Crown and to the Crown servants
approved for assistance under this policy, including the conduct of the
litigation, either through a Department of Justice counsel or an external
counsel retained as an agent of the Attorney General, with the Minister of
Justice having ultimate responsibility for selecting and instructing the
agent;
• ensuring, in cases where two or more Crown servants are sued in the
same action, that the same counsel is to conduct the Crown servants'
defence in the absence of a conflict of interest;
• treating, to the greatest extent possible and consistent with counsel's
obligations to protect the interest of the Crown, all communications with
the Crown servant in confidence in any claim or proceeding for which the
Attorney General of Canada has the authority under this policy to select
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and instruct counsel. The Crown will not use any information so disclosed
in confidence by the Crown servant in any disciplinary or civil action
against the servant;
• when at any time during a proceeding a conflict arises for a Department of
Justice counsel or an agent of the Attorney General representing the
Crown servant, the Attorney General could instruct such counsel to
discontinue so acting. In such situations, the approval authority may
authorize the engagement of private legal assistance in accordance with
the terms of this policy;
• reviewing fees and disbursements proposed to be charged by private
counsel to ensure they are within the limits established; and
• making recommendations in regard to a monetary settlement of a claim or
an action made or brought against a Crown servant.

▼

▼

9. References
9.1 Other relevant legislation




• Financial Administration Act (http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/F-11/index.html)
• Crown Liability and Proceedings Act (http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/en/c-50/text.html)
▼

9.2 Related policies/publications



• Policy Framework for People Management (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=19134)
• Policy Framework for Financial Management (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?
id=18790)
• Policies and Guidelines for Ministers' Offices (/pubs_pol/hrpubs/mgldm/2011/pgmo-pldcm-eng.asp)
• Policy on Decision Making in Limiting Contractor Liability in Crown
Procurement Contracts (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=12038)
• Policy on Interchange Canada (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=12552)
• Travel Directive (http://www.njc-cnm.gc.ca/directive/travel-voyage/indexeng.php)
• Special Travel Authorities (/pubs_pol/hrpubs/TBM_113/STA-eng.asp)
• Values and Ethics Code for the Public Service
(/pubs_pol/hrpubs/TB_851/vec-cve-eng.asp)
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10. Enquiries

Please direct enquiries about this policy to your organization's headquarters. For
interpretation of this policy, organizational headquarters should contact:
Values and Ethics; Awards and Recognition
Official Languages and Workplace Policies and Programs
Governance, Planning and Policy Sector
Office of the Chief Human Resources Officer
Telephone: 613-954-1451
Web site: http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/chro-dprh/ve-eng.asp (/chro-dprh/ve-eng.asp)

Appendix A - Approval Authorities and Scope of Approval for
Legal Assistance and Indemnification

▼

Requestor



Approval Required Limits of Legal Assistance and
From
Indemnification

A) Prime Minister
• Current
• Former

Clerk of the Privy
Council
Clerk of the Privy
Council

no limit
no limit

B) Governor General Lieutenant-Governor Clerk of the Privy Council Minister
Prime Minister (or
• Current
designated alternate) no limit
• Former
Clerk of the Privy
no limit
Council
C) Deputy Heads
• Current
• Former

Clerk of the Privy
Council
Clerk of the Privy
Council

no limit
no limit

D) Ministers' Exempt Staff
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no limit
no limit

E) All other Crown Servants not mentioned above(1)
• Indemnification-no limit
• Legal assistance provided by
• Both Current
Department of Justice-no limit
Deputy Head
and Former
• Legal assistance provided by
private counsel-up to a limit of
$50,000
• Both Current
Minister
and Former

• Legal assistance provided by
private counsel-over $50,000

F) For Crown servants in (E) above that fall under 6.1.8 of this policy
(exceptional circumstances)
• Indemnification-up to $50,000
• Legal assistance provided by
• Both Current
Department of Justice-no limits
Deputy Head
and Former
• Legal assistance provided by
private counsel-up to a limit of
$50,000

• Both Current
Treasury Board*
and Former

• Indemnification-over $50,000-no
limit
• Legal assistance provided by
Department of Justice-no limit
• Legal assistance provided by
private counsel-over $50,000

*Where Treasury Board approval is required, the responsibility for preparation of all
documentation related to a submission rests with the organization where the act or
omission giving rise to the request first occurred. If that organization has ceased to
exist, then the responsibility rests with its successor organization.
Notes on Chart
1. All limits specified in this chart include all related costs (such as travel costs
incurred in accordance with the Travel Directive and the Special Travel
Authorities).
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2. The approval limits set out in this chart represent an accumulative total of
legal assistance or indemnification costs for a single proceeding irrespective
of the number of requests.

▼

Appendix B - Requests by Crown Servants



Process
In order to be considered for legal assistance and indemnification, a Crown servant
is required to:
1. inform the appropriate official (normally the Crown servant's manager or
supervisor) of the matter at the earliest reasonable opportunity after the
servant becomes aware of a possible or actual suit, action or charge as a
result of any alleged act or omission within the scope of the Crown servant's
duties or within their course of employment, so that the official has the
opportunity to assist or guide the servant;
2. be willing to authorize as early as possible the Department of Justice Canada
to represent the Crown servant;
3. submit a request to the approval authority in the organization in which the act
or omission giving rise to the request first arose. The request should include
how he or she meets the applicable criteria and should specify if the request
is for legal assistance, indemnification or both. If the Crown servant's request
exceeds deputy heads' approval limits listed in Appendix A and requires
authority of the Minister or the Treasury Board, the request is to nonetheless
first be made to the Crown servant's own deputy head (as applicable);
4. where requesting to be represented by private counsel, state the reasons for
such request and provide the name and proposed fee schedule of the
preferred counsel;
5. refrain from retaining private counsel until the appropriate approval authority
has approved the request. A Crown servant who instructs counsel to begin
work without the requisite approval may be personally responsible for
payment of the resulting legal fees, costs and judgment;
6. make a factual report to organizational management of the incident leading to
the request for legal assistance or indemnification; and
7. upon request by the requester's organization, authorize the Attorney General,
or such other person as may be designated by the Attorney General, to
defend his or her action, claim or charge using the required authorization
form set out at the end of this appendix.
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Failure of a Crown servant to meet the above requirements may result in denial of
legal assistance and indemnification and result in personal liability. An acquittal in
offence cases, or dismissal of a civil suit, does not automatically entitle the servant
to reimbursement of expenses that have been previously denied.
For each subsequent stage of the judicial process, including appeals, or for any
significant change in the circumstances related to the case, a new request for
payment of legal assistance and indemnification is to be made and assessed in
accordance with the considerations set out in this policy.
Requirement for prior approval of requests
Crown servants who instruct counsel to begin work on a subsequent stage of the
process without proper prior approval may not receive approval for legal
assistance or indemnification for the resulting expenses.
Authorization Forms
I, (name), of the (city/town/township), of (name of city)
in the (province/territory) of (name of province/territory) hereby authorize the
Attorney General of Canada, or such other person as may be designated by the
Attorney General, or a delegate thereof, to defend me in,
(describe the nature of the action and the name of the court, tribunal, inquiry
or other)
and to take such actions and conduct such proceedings as the Attorney General
may consider necessary to defend such action on my behalf and to protect the
interests of the Crown.
I have been provided with a copy of the Treasury Board Policy on Legal Assistance
and Indemnification. I have read and understood the policy. If at any time during or
after the proceedings it becomes apparent that I did not act in accordance with the
eligibility criteria outlined in the policy, the approval authority may terminate legal
assistance and may initiate recovery action for an amount equal to the legal
assistance provided or the indemnification paid, which shall constitute a debt owing
to the Crown.
Should any judgment or decision result in an award of costs to me, I hereby
authorize and direct the payment of any such amounts directly to the Crown.
DATED at (location), this (date) day of (month), A.D., (year).
To be added to the above if there are multiple defendants
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I expressly waive solicitor-client privilege in favour of the Crown and the following
co-defendant(s) who is/are also represented by the Attorney General of Canada,
(insert name(s)), and I agree to a mutual sharing of material information with the
Crown (and between these co-defendants). I understand, however, that counsel
representing me will treat all communications between us in confidence to the
extent possible consistent with counsel's obligation to protect the interests of the
Crown. Where information provided by me in confidence is disclosed in the
interests of the Crown, it is subject to the condition that it shall not be used by the
Crown in any disciplinary or civil action against me.
I have been informed, and I understand, that I have the right to terminate this
retainer at any time and to retain and instruct private counsel at my own expense. I
have further been informed, and I understand, that should a conflict arise between
my interests and those of the Crown (or any of the co-defendant(s) named above)
at any time during this litigation, it will be necessary for me to retain private
counsel. I am aware, in that event, that I may apply for approval to retain private
counsel at public expense under the Treasury Board Policy on Legal Assistance
and Indemnification.

Footnotes
1

With respect to the Office of the Auditor General, the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner, the Office of the Information Commissioner, the Office of the
Chief Electoral Officer, the Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying, the
Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages and the Office of the
Public Sector Integrity Commissioner, this approval authority shall be
exercised by the deputy head of the organization.
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Frequently Asked Questions - Policy
on Legal Assistance and
Indemnification
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▼ To whom does the Policy on Legal Assistance and Indemnification

apply?

The Policy on Legal Assistance and Indemnification (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=13937)
applies to individuals appointed pursuant to legislation or a statutory authority who, as
public office holders, have an employment relationship with the Crown. The Policy also
applies to representatives authorized in writing to act on behalf of a serving prime
minister, minister or deputy head. For the purposes of the Policy, the individuals
covered by the Policy are 'Crown servants'.
The Policy no longer applies to Directors and Officers of Crown Corporations as they
are now covered by the new Indemnification and Advances Regulations for Directors
and Officers of Crown Corporations (http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR2011-108/) under section 119 of the Financial Administration Act (http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/f-11/).
For the definition of 'Crown servant', please refer to section 4.1 of the Policy (/pol/doceng.aspx?id=13937#cha4).

▼ Does the Policy apply to volunteers?
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Volunteers engaged by departments or agencies do not fall under the definition of
Crown Servant in the Policy. Accordingly, separate arrangements for indemnification
coverage should be considered.
This Policy does, however, cover Crown servants undertaking volunteer activities at the
direction of their supervisors or as required in the normal course of their duties, e.g.
federal representatives on a Workplace Charitable Campaign, First-Aid attendants
providing first-aid services on a voluntary basis through departmental Occupational
Health and Safety Services.

▼ Does the Policy apply to casual workers, students and part-time
workers?

When casual workers, students or part-time workers are employed by an organization
pursuant to the Public Service Employment Act (http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-33.01/), they are considered Crown servants, and would be
eligible for coverage under the Policy.

▼ Does the Policy apply to contractors or consultants?

No, contractors and consultants are engaged through a contract for services, therefore
they are not eligible for coverage. The Contracting (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=14494) Policy
governs all contracts for services.

▼ Does the Policy apply to Governor-in-Council appointees working for

organizations that are not covered under the Policy?

The Policy would apply to Governor-in-Council appointees working for organizations not
covered under the Policy, but employees of such organizations may not be covered.

▼ Are Crown servants on outside assignments (e.g. Interchange Canada)
covered by this Policy?
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For Crown servants on Interchange Canada assignments, the host organization should
provide the participant with similar coverage, including legal assistance and
indemnification while they are on assignment. Should the host organization not agree to
indemnify the participant, he/she may risk personal liability unless some other
arrangement is made.
As the employee on Interchange Canada assignments remains a Crown servant, the
home department may provide for legal assistance for the employee if the host
organization has not made arrangements.

▼ Are members of advisory committees or board members eligible for
coverage under this Policy?

A member of an advisory committee or board may be eligible if he/she is:
◦ appointed by the Governor-in-Council;
◦ appointed by the deputy head pursuant to a statutory authority; or
◦ if they are an individual employed in a department either appointed pursuant to the
Public Service Employment Act (http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-33.01/) or
through an employment contract.
If, however, members are engaged under a contract for services, or if they are serving
the advisory committee or board of directors as a volunteer, then they would be
ineligible (see policy subsection 6.1.11 (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=13937#cha6)).
Members could be covered by their own professional insurance (in the case of
physicians, lawyers, etc) or other coverage that they arrange at their own expense or as
a reimbursable expense.

▼ How is eligibility for coverage under the Policy determined?

An individual is generally eligible to request legal assistance and indemnification if
he/she meets the definition of Crown servant under Policy section 4.1 (/pol/doceng.aspx?id=13937#cha4) and either:
◦ meets the three basic eligibility criteria set out in 6.1.5 of the Policy (/pol/doceng.aspx?id=13937#cha6) (i.e. acted in good faith, acted within the scope of
duties or in the course of employment and did not act against the interests of the
Crown); or
◦ meets the two criteria set out in 6.1.9 of the Policy (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?
id=13937#cha6) for appearances before parliamentary proceedings, commissions
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of inquiry, inquests or other judicial or quasi-judicial bodies with powers similar to a
court of law (i.e. matter concerns events where the Crown Servant was acting
within scope of his/her duties or in the course of employment, and its considered
in the public interest for the person to appear); or
◦ meets the exceptional circumstances requirements (i.e. Crown servant does not
meet one of the three basic criteria but approval authority considers that it would
be in the public interest to approve the request); and
◦ the individual is facing personal liability in a situation described in 6.1.6. of the
Policy.

▼ What does it mean when the Policy states that "Crown servants are
initially to be given the presumption in favour of having met the basic
eligibility criteria"?

This Policy statement means that the operative presumption is that Crown servants are
to be given the benefit of the doubt regarding whether his/her actions meet the basic
eligibility criteria, unless or until there is information to the contrary. However, if it
becomes apparent that the Crown servant did not act in accordance with the basic
eligibility criteria or that he/she did not comply with the other relevant requirements of
the Policy, the approval authority may at any time terminate assistance and request
repayment of funds disbursed.

▼ How is "acting in good faith" determined?

If the Crown servant has acted honestly and without malice in trying to carry out his/her
duties and was not acting against the interests of the Crown in his/her actions, then
he/she is likely to be considered to have acted in good faith.

▼ What does "acting within the scope of duties or in the course of

employment" mean?

If, at the time of the act or omission giving rise to the request, the Crown servant was
performing duties that either form part of his/her work description or other activities
sanctioned by management or the organization, then it is likely he/she will be found to
have acted within the scope of his/her duties or course of employment.

▼ What does "acting contrary to the interests of the Crown" mean?
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The interests of the Crown include any rights, privileges, powers or immunities the
Crown may have. "Acting contrary to the interest of the Crown" may include, but is not
limited to, any wrongdoing. Examples of wrongdoings may include a contravention of
any law; the misuse of public funds or a public asset; gross mismanagement in the
public sector; a serious breach of a code of conduct; an act or omission that creates a
substantial and specific danger to the life, health or safety of persons, or to the
environment; and knowingly directing or counseling a person to commit a wrongdoing.

▼ Who should a Crown servant approach in his/her organization if he/she

requires legal assistance or indemnification?

The Crown servant should inform his/her immediate supervisor or some other
representative of management within the organization, of the matter at the earliest
possible opportunity and make a request for coverage to the approval authority in their
organization. Appendix A of the Policy (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=13937#appA) provides a
full list of approval authorities.

▼ May approval authorities delegate their authority to approve or deny

requests?

Approval authorities may not delegate this authority, except for the Prime Minister who
may delegate his/her authority to a designated alternate.

▼ What if a Crown servant requires coverage under this Policy for a

situation that occurred while he/she was employed in another
organization?

The Crown servant must make the request for coverage under the Policy to the
approval authority in the organization in which the act or omission giving rise to the
request first arose.

▼ What should be included in the request for legal assistance and

indemnification? Can it be done orally?

Requests should be made in writing. For information on what to include in the written
request, please refer to Appendix B of the Policy (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=13937#appB),
entitled Requests by Crown Servants.
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▼ What are the employee's responsibilities should he/she need to request

legal assistance and indemnification?

An employee is responsible for informing the employer of the matter at the earliest
reasonable opportunity after the incident occurred; making a written report to the
departmental approval authority and authorizing legal counsel from the Department of
Justice or any approved counsel engaged to defend the Crown servant and/or the
Crown.

▼ When is a Crown servant authorized to engage private counsel under the
Policy?

A Crown servant should not engage private counsel until after the appropriate approval
authority has decided to approve or deny the request. A Crown servant who instructs
counsel to begin work without the requisite approval may be personally responsible for
payment of the resulting legal fees, costs and judgment.
Approval for private counsel will only be given where it is appropriate, such as in
circumstances where there is a potential conflict of interest between the Crown and the
Crown servant or when the Crown servant is charged with an offence. Otherwise, and
this will be the case in most civil cases, the Department of Justice will provide the legal
assistance, either through a Department of Justice counsel or a private counsel retained
as an agent of the Attorney General.

▼ Who is responsible for selecting and instructing counsel and

determining the amount of coverage for legal fees?

The Minister of Justice is responsible for selecting and instructing counsel and
determining the amount of coverage for legal fees. All billing inquiries must be directed
to the Department of Justice. In the case where individuals are represented by private
counsel, the Department of Justice will provide advice on the quantum of assistance to
be provided.

▼ If a Crown servant engages private counsel prior to receiving approval
for legal assistance, is there any provision allowing for retroactive
compensation under the Policy?
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The approval authority may authorize legal assistance retroactively in circumstances
where it was practically unreasonable to get approval in advance and where the need
for legal services was immediately necessary to protect the Crown servant's interest. In
these cases, the Crown servant must make the request for approval as soon as
possible thereafter. It should be noted that in order for the request to be approved, the
Crown servant still needs to meet the basic eligibility criteria under the Policy.

▼ When requests for legal assistance are denied, is recourse available?

A Crown servant may lodge a grievance against the decision made by the deputy head
to deny the request for legal assistance. Should the grievance be denied at the final
level, the griever may apply to the Federal Court for a judicial review of the decision.
In the case of a denial of assistance based on failure to meet the eligibility criteria, the
Crown servant may subsequently reapply for legal assistance or indemnification when a
court or tribunal has finally concluded its proceedings and new evidence or information
has demonstrated that the basic eligibility criteria were, in fact, met (this may be the
case when the Crown servant has been found to be not guilty of criminal charges). Such
a situation does not automatically entitle the Crown servant to the reimbursement of
expenses that have previously been denied. In such circumstances, approval authorities
must seek the advice of the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance and
Indemnification before confirming or changing the original decision (see question 30 for
more information on the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification).

▼ Can a Crown servant still be eligible for coverage under the Policy if

he/she does not meet the basic eligibility criteria?

The Policy permits approval authorities to approve legal assistance and indemnification
in exceptional circumstances where a situation does not fall within the basic eligibility
criteria, but only when it is in the public interest to do so. These situations must first be
presented to the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification. Further,
the approval authority may terminate assistance if at anytime it becomes apparent that
the exceptional circumstances leading to assistance proves to be invalid.

▼ If a Crown servant requires access to legal assistance for a matter

related to the Public Servants Disclosure Protection would he/she be
covered by this Policy?
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Requests for legal assistance regarding investigations conducted under the Public
Servants Disclosure Protection Act (http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-31.9/) would
be denied since these are internal investigations which are deemed to be ineligible
requests under the Policy.
However, under the Public Servants Disclosure Protection Act (http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-31.9/), the Public Sector Integrity Commissioner has the
discretion to provide legal advice and cover costs of some legal advice - see subsection
25.1 (1) (http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-31.9/) of the Public Servants Disclosure
Protection Act for the relevant circumstances and conditions.

▼ If harassment allegations are made against a Crown servant will he/she

be eligible for coverage under the Policy?

As per subsection 6.1.11 (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=13937#cha6) of the Policy, requests
made for internal investigations or internal administrative recourse mechanisms are
deemed to be ineligible requests. Therefore, harassment allegations do not lead to
eligibility for coverage for legal assistance under the Policy since there is an internal
process for handling harassment complaints.
However, in circumstances where a harassment complaint lodged under the Policy on
Harassment Prevention and Resolution (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=26041) is determined to
be unfounded, but is then pursued in the courts or a Tribunal (e.g. the Canadian Human
Rights Tribunal), the respondent may apply for legal assistance under the Policy.

▼ If a Crown servant wants to request payment or reimbursement as a

result of a monetary out-of-court settlement of a claim or an action made
or brought against himself/herself, how are these requests processed?
All settlements must be pre-approved by the approval authority based on a
recommendation of the Department of Justice. Therefore, the Crown servant must
request payment or reimbursement from the approval authority who in turn seeks the
Department of Justice's recommendation before approving the request. Only once the
approval authority has approved the request can payment be made. For the purposes of
threshold limits identified in Appendix A of the Policy (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?
id=13937#appA), the settlement should be treated as a request for indemnification.

▼ Which costs are covered under the Policy and who bears the costs?
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Costs that are covered would be for legal counsel fees supplied by the Department of
Justice or private counsel (when approved by the Department of Justice), as well as
paralegal services, necessary counsel travel costs and the use of expert witnesses.
Costs are covered by the organization in which the act or omission giving rise to the
request first occurred, or from the budget of the successor organization. Should there be
no successor, then the Clerk of the Privy Council will determine from which budget the
expenses should be paid.
It should be noted that costs incurred by the Crown Servant related, for example, to
travel, hospitality, meals, etc., are not covered under this Policy.

▼ How long should it take before a response to a request for coverage

under the Policy is received?

Departments are to ensure timely responses to Crown servants' requests under the
Policy due to the nature and sensitivity of requests. It may take longer to process
requests where the approval authority needs to consult with the Advisory Committee on
Legal Assistance and Indemnification.

▼ How can an applicant avoid creating a conflict of interest when obtaining

legal representation?

Under certain circumstances, a conflict of interest can arise where the interests of the
Crown and the Crown servant must be separated and cannot be represented by the
same Legal Counsel. For this reason, the Policy allows for the use of private legal
assistance in cases where there is a demonstrated conflict of interest or where the
Crown servant is charged with a criminal offence. The Department of Justice will
determine the appropriateness of engaging private counsel and if recommended, will
review the fee schedule proposed by private counsel.

▼ Are Crown Servants who are subpoenaed as witnesses covered by this
Policy?

Crown Servants appearing as witnesses in enquiries or other proceedings do not
require requesting legal assistance through the Policy. Legal advice is provided as a
matter of course, if necessary, in each department or agency.
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▼ What is the mandate of the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance

and Indemnification?

The mandate of the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification is to
provide advice:
◦ in exceptional circumstances where the Crown servant does not meet one or more
of the three basic eligibility criteria but where the approval authority considers that
it would be in the public interest to approve the request;
◦ when eligibility is being reconsidered by the approval authority where a court or
tribunal has finally concluded its proceedings and new evidence or information has
demonstrated that the basic eligibility criteria were met; and
◦ in complex situations when requested by the approval authority.

▼ Are approval authorities obligated to take the advice of the Advisory

Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification?

The role of the advisory committee is to provide advice to approval authorities on
complex cases. The advice / recommendation is not binding since the approval authority
remains accountable for the decision taken.

▼ Who are the members of the Advisory Committee on Legal Assistance

and Indemnification?

This committee has a cross-representation of organizations which are covered by the
Policy. Members are typically senior executives that have experience in the
interpretation of the Policy and are well qualified to provide advice and
recommendations to approval authorities.

▼ When an approval authority seeks the services of the Advisory

Committee on Legal Assistance and Indemnification, how should he/she
proceed?
The approval authority or the Minister (see Appendix A (/pol/doc-eng.aspx?
id=13937#appA) of the Policy) must send a written request to the Chair of the Advisory
Committee requesting advice from the Committee and the reasons for the request,
along with sufficient information on the circumstances of the case and contact
information for someone from their organization who will arrange for a representative to
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present the case to the committee. Any documentation that is submitted with the
request should be marked as 'protected' and in most cases any personal information
should be removed.

▼ How soon can the approval authority expect a response from the Legal

Assistance and Indemnification Advisory Committee?

Requests for legal assistance are treated as a priority, as such the Committee makes
every effort to convene as quickly as possible in order to promptly provide a response.
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